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The effect of Rashba spin-orbit coupling on the nonlinear optical conductivity in a bilayer graphene is

investigated. We demonstrate the very different role played by the Rashba term and interlayer hop-

ping; in some cases, the two roles can be quite opposite. It is found that the Rashba term can either

enhance or suppress the nonlinear effect in a bilayer graphene, depending on the strength of the inter-

layer hopping. For a weak interlayer hopping, the Rashba term can significantly enhance the nonlinear

effect. An analytical result was derived, showing the interplay of the Rashba effect and the interlayer

hopping effect. VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4927512]

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, single-layer graphene (SLG) has attracted

considerable attention because of their new physical features,

such as the half-integer quantum hall effect,1 finite conduc-

tivity at zero charge carrier concentration,2 perfect quantum

tunneling effect,3 and ultrahigh carrier mobility.4 The band

structure of SLG is described at low energies by a two-

dimensional massless Dirac equation with linear dispersion.

This property gives rise to a half integer quantum Hall

effect1 and dominates the low-energy physics. Shortly after

the discovery of graphene, it was observed that bilayer gra-

phene (BLG) also exhibits remarkable phenomena, such as

the enhanced optical conductivity,5 the terahertz conductiv-

ity of twisted bilayer graphene,6 and an new type of

one-dimensional chiral states.7 In BLG, the low-energy exci-

tations are no longer Dirac fermions, like in graphene, but

massive chiral fermions due to the parabolicity of the energy

bands. In addition, bilayer graphene turns out to be a semi-

conductor with a gap that can be tuned via a chemical doping

or a transverse electric field (gate), which leads to new ways

for the confinement of electrons. The BLG is composed of

two coupled hexagonal lattices, including inequivalent sites

A, B and ~A, ~B in the bottom and top layers, respectively.

These are arranged according to Bernal stacking,8 so that the

A (denoted by ~A) atoms of layer 2 sit directly on top of B

atoms in layer 1, and A and ~B atoms are in the center of the

hexagons of the opposing layer and therefore an unit cell of

bilayer graphene contains four nonequivalent carbon atoms.

Compared to the SLG, the electrons in BLG can hop from A

site to B site between two layers with a hopping energy t?.

The electronic properties and the band-structure of the gra-

phene have been intensively studied by the tight-binding

method9–11 and numerical calculation based on the first prin-

ciple method,12–14 or the coherent-potential approximation.15

When the spin-orbit interaction (SOI) is introduced into the

system because of the structure inversion asymmetry due to

the presence of impurities or external electric gate voltages,

the band-structure is strongly modified and the topology of

the energy bands changes. Under the Rashba spin-orbit inter-

action (RSOI), which is an external SOI, the low energy

bands undergo trigonal warping deformation at the K and K0

points of the graphene’s Brillouin zone (BZ) in the reciprocal

lattice. One Dirac point is now split into four gapless

points.16–20 One of them remains at the K (K0) point and

other three link up an equilateral triangle around the K (K0)
point. The warping changes the topology of the low energy

bands at the K (K0) point of the graphene’s BZ.19,21

On other hand, it has been proven that graphene can man-

ifest strong nonlinear effect and has the strong optical

response in the terahertz regime.22–24 For the SLG, the linear

conductivity with RSOI at low frequency has been studied

recently.25 The third order nonlinear conductivity with RSOI

has also been studied recently and it is reported that the third

order nonlinear conductivity for SLG can be enhanced

depending on the coupling Rashba strength,26 which origi-

nates from the change of the topology of the energy bands.

The BLG system which can be considered as two coupled

SLGs (Ref. 8) has the interlayer Rashba interaction depending

on the orientation of this electric field as well as the interlayer

hopping energy t?. In comparison to the case of SLG, more

hopping terms are involved in the BLG, which make the band

structure more complicated than in the SLG. It is discussed in

detail in Refs. 17 and 27 with many effects taken into account.

In this paper, we investigate the effect on the third order non-

linear conductivity of the BLG by the RSOI. To capture the

main features resulting from the interlayer hopping and RSOI,

we ignore other non-vertical interlayer hopping terms which

are one order of magnitude smaller than t?, also ignore the

scattering by phonons28 and impurities.29

II. THEORY AND MODEL

A. The electronic properties

The creation operator of the basis for the BLG is defined

as

a)Electronic mail: czhang@uow.edu.au
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The Hamiltonian of the BLG system in the tight-bind

approximation can be written as

Ĥ ¼
X

k

ŵ
†ðkÞM8�8ŵðkÞ; (2)

where

M8�8 ¼
VI4�4 þMintra

4�4 M?

M†
? �VI4�4 þMintra

4�4

 !
; (3)

with Mintra
4�4 ¼ MH0þHRSOI

4�4 þMHISO

4�4 . The model includes the

intrinsic spin-orbit (ISO) interaction, RSOI, and the gate

voltage V. The gate voltage can be tuned externally such that

the lower layer has an electric potential V, while the upper

layer has �V. The relative matrices are follows:

M? ¼

0 0 t? 0

0 0 0 t?

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0
BBB@

1
CCCA; (4)

MH0þHRSOI
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0
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� �h i
. tR, tISO

are the intralayer coupling energies for the RSOI and the

ISO in the unit of the hopping energy th ’ 2.7eV. t? is the

interlayer hopping energy between A and ~A atom and a is

the lattice constant.

According to Ref. 17, it is found that the intralayer

Rashba coupling in an unbiased bilayer not only splits the K

(K0) point into four, in a different way than it does for mono-

layer graphene,18 but also creates a Dirac cone out of a para-

bolic band. In addition, a Mexican-hat band arises at the K

(K0) point when the pure SOI interactions exist or the layers

are solely biased. Because it is the gapless cone that the low

energy Dirac equation characterizes, it is assumed that

tISO¼V¼ 0 such that the gap vanishes in the following anal-

ysis. In Fig. 1, the energy spectrum of bilayer graphene along

the line ky ¼ 2pffiffi
3
p

a
is given with the parameters t?¼ 0.2,

tR¼ 0.2, and the geometry of the band structure around the

point K ¼ 2p
3
; 2pffiffi

3
p

� �
1
a is shown in the inset. Besides the four

Dirac cones created due to the RSOI same as the case of

SLG (blue line), an external Dirac cone occurs with the

larger slope (red line), which is different from the case of

SLG. Fig. 2 gives the energy bands of the BLG, which

include the new Dirac cones for the different interlayer hop-

ping energies t? with a fixed intralayer RSOI energy

tR¼ 0.2. For the case of SLG with the nonzero RSOI, which

breaks the SU(2) symmetry of the system, the twofold spin

degeneracy is lifted except some special high symmetry

point like KðK0Þ (essential degeneracy) and the point of acci-

dental degeneracy dependent on the parameter tR. When the

interlayer hopping energy t? occurs (imaging the two iso-

lated SLG close to each other from infinity), the hopping

term lifts the accidental degeneracy and creates the new

band, including an additional Dirac cone (ADC) (the

branches with larger slope) as shown in Fig. 2. Like the case

of the SLG with RSOI where the new Dirac cones result

from the change of the topology of the band, the new Dirac

cones in the case of BLG are also created due to the inter-

layer hopping energy t?, which cause the change of the to-

pology of the bands of the double SLGs system (not BLG)

with RSOI. When the interlayer hopping energy t? is fixed,

changing the intralayer RSOI energy, tR also has an effect

on the band but it is different from the case of changing t?.

FIG. 1. Energy spectrum of bilayer graphene along the line ky ¼ 2pffiffi
3
p

a
with

the parameters tR¼ 0.2, t?¼ 0.2, th¼ 1. Inset: The band structure around the

point K with the same parameters.

FIG. 2. The bands including the Dirac cones along the line ky ¼ 2pffiffi
3
p

a
for the

different interlayer hopping energies t?¼ 0.3, 0.1, 0.02, 0.01. The fixed

RSOI strength tR¼ 0.2.
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The bands of the BLG for different values of tR with the

fixed t?¼ 0.2 are shown in Fig. 3. It follows that with

the fixed t? that is responsible for the existence of ADC, the

point of the accidental degeneracy shifts to K point, the

height of cone is reduced and vanishes finally when the intra-

layer RSOI descends. However, the ADC is not dramatically

affected and it is implicated that there seems a contrary

effect on the height of the Dirac cones between tR and t?.

B. The third order nonlinear conductivity from a Dirac
cone

For the electronic system where the geometry of the

energy band can be described by the Dirac cone, when it

interacts with the external fields ~A ¼ ~A0e�ixt, the effective

interacting system is described by the effective Hamiltonian

ĤðpÞ ¼ vF
0 p� þ eA�

pþ þ eAþ 0

� �
; (7)

where A6 ¼ Ax6iAy; p6 ¼ px6ipy. For simplicity, it is

assumed that Ay¼Ey¼ 0 and then A� ¼ Aþ ¼ Ax ¼ Ex

ix ¼ E
ix

exp�ixt with jExj � E. The electron on the Fermi-surface of

cone-like shape is modeled by the two-dimensional lower

energy Dirac-like quasi-particle with the dispersion relation

EðkÞ ¼ �hvFk. The basis vectors of the representation space

are the Bloch vectors ju�ð~kÞi ¼ 1ffiffiffi
N
p
P

~l�2T�
ei~k �~l�/2pz

ð~r �~l�Þ

� h~rjĈ†

�ðkÞj0i (�¼A, B) and /2pz
ð~rÞ is usually chosen as the

2pz orbit wave function of the carbon atom. According to the

Floquet theorem, the time-dependent two-component wave

functions are expanded as wðp; tÞ ¼
P1

n¼0

anðpÞ
bnðpÞ

� 	
einxte�iet=�h.

After substituting it into the Schr€odinger equation, the

recursive equations of the components can be obtained22,23

and the excited current by the external field ~AðtÞ is given by

~J ¼ e

4p2�h2

ð
h~v px; pyð ÞiN e pð Þ½ �dpxdpy; (8)

where ~̂v ¼ @ĤðpÞ
@~p ; h~vðpÞi ¼ w†~̂vw, and NðeÞ ¼ nFð�eÞ � nFðeÞ

is the thermal factor. From Eq. (8), the third order nonlinear

conductivity is extracted and given by rD
3 ¼ e2

4�h

e2E2
0

�h2x4

N3ðxÞei3xt þ N1ðxÞeixt�v2
F

�
. The detailed derivations can be

found in Refs. 22 and 23. For the case of BLG, the base vec-

tors become ju�;1ð~kÞi; ju�;2ð~kÞið� ¼ A;BÞ and the represen-

tation space at a fixed ~k is four-dimensional. It is the direct

sum of the subspace of two isolated SLGs with the freedom

of spin ignored. For the double SLGs system coupled only

by t? interaction, there does not exist degeneracy at K as

shown in Fig. 4(a). However, when the RSOI is taken into

account in the double SLGs system, the degeneracy occurs at

K point (shown in Fig. 4(b)) and a new Dirac cone is created.

It may seem a little counter-intuitive in comparison with the

case of SLG with RSOI.

For a Dirac cones with a dispersion relation EðkÞ ¼ �hvFk,

the standard slope is d ~E
d ~k
¼ �hvF

ath
¼

ffiffi
3
p

2
� as with the dimension-

less energy ~E ¼ E=th and ~k ¼ ka used. For the Dirac cone of

the BLG, they can be measured relative to the standard Dirac

cone by the ratio of its slope a(th, tR) to as. Define the relative

slope of the Dirac cone bðth; tRÞ � aðth;tRÞ
as
¼ 2

ffiffi
3
p

a
3

and there-

fore, the effective Fermi velocity of the Dirac cone is

vef f
F ðth; tRÞ ¼ bvF. If we ignore the effect of the shape-change

of cone and limit the energy of the incoming photon �hx less

than the height of the cones, which is topologically deter-

mined to be valid for our linear model, we obtain the third

order nonlinear conductivity of the BLG with RSOI

rBLG
3;RSOI ¼ 6ðb2

ADC þ b2
0 þ 3b2

1ÞrD
3 ; (9)

where bADC(th, tR) and b0(th, tR) are the relative slopes of the

cones at K, and b1(th, tR) is the relative slope of the three

FIG. 3. The bands including the Dirac cones along the line ky ¼ 2pffiffi
3
p

a
with the

interlayer hopping t?¼ 0.2 and the different RSOI strengths tR¼ 0.3, 0.2,

0.15, 0.02.

FIG. 4. The bands around the point K along the line ky ¼ 2pffiffi
3
p

a
the interlayer

hopping t?¼ 0.2 (a) without RSOI: tR¼ 0 (b) with RSOI: tR¼ 0.2.
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satellite cones created by the RSOI, which is similar as the

case of SLG.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In terms of Eq. (9) and the numerically calculated

slopes, we obtain the nonlinear conductivity in the range of

t?, tR that are about tR/th�0.25 and t?/th � 0.3, which is eas-

ily achievable, and the results are shown in Fig. 5. When the

coupling energies t?, tR vary, the height of the cone EHC(t?,

tR) (the dome with blue line in Fig. 1) also changes. The

height is the upper limit of the frequency of the permitted

incoming photon. The linear model holds only for the photon

the energy of which is lower than the height of the cone. In

Fig. 6, the contour of EHC(t?, tR) is given in the terahertz

range for the practical purpose. In Fig. 7, the nonlinear con-

ductivity relative to rD
3 , which is the nonlinear conductivity

of the SLG without RSOI, is shown for the different t?, tR by

numerically calculating the slopes of the cones. It is found

from the figure that when t? or tR is fixed, there exist a maxi-

mum of the nonlinear conductivity that is close to 6 times of

rD
3 . It is very different from the case of SLG where the non-

linear conductivity with the RSOI ascends monotonously

with the increase in tR. It is noted from Fig. 7(b) that when

the interlayer hopping term t? increases, the peak of curve

rRSOI
3;BLG � tR shifts to the right, which suggests that for a small

tR, the height of the Dirac cone makes a decisive effect on

the nonlinear conductivity rRSOI
3;BLG and the height is reduced

as t? increases (Fig. 2). Physically, increasing t? means that

the probability of interlayer hopping increases and more

electrons transverse vertically. This would cause the intra-

layer current to be distracted. On the other hand, the large

RSOI tends to stick the electron in plane, which is opposite

to the role played by t?. However, after an electron hops into

one of the single-layers vertically, it is possible that it subse-

quently integrates into the intralayer current. If the process

of the nonlinear resonance and the vertical hopping properly

matches, it will lead to an enhancement of the intralayer cur-

rent of the layer that it plunges into and contribute the peak

of the nonlinear conductivity shown in Fig. 7. This property

that the nonlinear conductivity is determined by the verti-

cally hopping process and RSOI together facilitate the con-

trol of the optical device that is based on the graphene, for

instance, the single-photon nonlinear optical cavity with gra-

phene plasmons30 where the nonlinearity of the cavity can be

tuned by the above effect.

In conclusions, the nonlinear conductivity of the BLG

with RSOI is explored with the vertically hopping taken into

account. The results show that the nonlinear conductivity of

the BLG can be enhanced in comparison with the case with-

out RSOI when tR is a small parameter. There exists a peak

rRSOI
3;BLG;ðtmax

R Þ for the nonlinear conductivity to the parameter

FIG. 5. Third order nonlinear conductivity relative to rD
3 for the parameters

pair (tR, t?).

FIG. 6. The contour of the energy height of the cone corresponding to the

parameters pair (tR, t?).

FIG. 7. The third order nonlinear conductivity relative to rD
3 for different t?,

tR. (a) Curve of rBLG
3;RSOI � t? for the different tR. (b) Curve of rBLG

3;RSOI � tR for

the different t?.
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tR. Once tR > tmax
R , the nonlinear conductivity is reduced.

Moreover, the process of the vertically hopping plays an im-

portant role in the nonlinear response process and can inter-

act with the process of RSOI. Compared with the case of

SLG where there is no vertically hopping, the interaction

between RSOI and the vertically hopping increases the non-

linear conductivity of BLG relative to the one in SLG with

RSOI if the “phase” of the two physical processes matches

each other. In the case of SLG, it is known that the RSOI can

cause the change of the topology of the band and create new

Dirac cones that bring additional contribution to the nonlin-

ear conductivity, but the effective Fermi velocity of the

ADC in SLG is less than the Fermi velocity vF of the original

Dirac cone. In the BLG, the vertically hopping can facilitate

the increase in the effective Fermi velocity of the ADC.

There are other factors, such as the bias voltage V, interlayer

SOI interaction, and other hopping parameters, which may

have an effect on the shape of the Dirac cone in different

degrees.
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